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DESCRIPTION
 

Multifunction battery charger 12v

Computer reprogramming operations are increasingly required on modern vehicles. To do this a constant voltage must be

maintained with a current that may be as high as 50AMP. This charger is ideal for performing this task.In addition to this

function, this device can be used to charge 15 and 30 AMP batteries. The purpose is to provide the user with a battery charger

with a stabilised power supply:- Charge batteries with a device that has an advanced charging curve- Support 12V batteries

(gel or liquid) of vehicles in the diagnosis phase- Guarantee good battery condition for demonstration vehicles in the

showroom- Meet the electrical needs to save memories, when changing the battery- Use the charger as a stabilised power

supply whose maximum voltage and current can be adjusted.Reliable stable power supply:a reliable source of power when

reprogramming a vehicle (upgrading the ECU).Powers a car's battery for demonstrations in the showroom.A universal solution

for your everyday use.Multifunction platform: Power supply unit (50 Amp max.) and 30 Amp & 15 Amp battery charger.
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    MULTIFUNCTION CHARGER

   Sales reference    CHB-12D

   Hz    12

   Guarantee    .

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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